FAILURE MECHANISMS OF LIGHT ALLOYS WITH A BIMODAL GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION
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Abstract. Physical mechanisms of dynamic fracture of ultrafine-grained (UFG) light alloys were investigated by numerical simulation method. The multiscale level approach has been used for computer simulation of magnesium and aluminium alloys response to tension and compression at high strain rates. The model structured representative volumes (RVE) takes into account the influence of unimodal and bimodal grain size distributions and concentration of precipitates on mechanical properties of alloys. Fracture of fine-grained alloys under dynamic loading has probabilistic character and depends on parameters of structure heterogeneity. Damage nucleation is associated with strain localization at mesoscale level. Results of computer simulation demonstrate that the high strain localization in UFG alloys under dynamic loadings depends on the ratio between volume concentrations of small and coarse grains. Fine precipitates in alloys not only affect the hardening but also lead to change the influence of the grains size distribution on volume concentration of shear bands.

1 INTRODUCTION

The grains structure influence on mechanical properties of light alloys after severe plastic deformation have been investigating over last 10 years [1-5]. Results of researches testify that reduction in the average size of grain of aluminum, magnesium, and titanium alloys causes enhanced strength and ductility under quasi-static loading conditions [6,7]. It was revealed that grains of nanostructured (NS) and ultrafine-grained (UFG) alloys have size distributions. Unimodal distributions of grain sizes in bulk UFG alloys can be approximated by the lognormal or the Weibull laws. It was noticed that grain size distributions influence on plastic flow stress and strength at compression and tension, elongation to fracture [6,7]. Fan [8], Ahn [9], Lee [10], Han [11,12] showed that the bimodal grain distribution can be formed in light alloys by means of severe plastic deformation and follow-up heat treatment.
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It was revealed that UFG aluminum and magnesium alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution exhibit a number of anomalies in mechanical behavior. In these alloys, there is a negative strain rate sensitivity of plastic flow stress and increase in ductility with strain rate growth in a range of $10^{-4}$ to $1\text{ s}^{-1}$ [8-12].

Increased cracks growth resistance in Al-Mg alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution is a result of deflection of microcracks on borders between UFG and coarse grained (CG) zones [10]. As a result of it, resistance to cracks growth at mesoscale level increases with increasing macroscopical plastic deformation.

Features of mechanical behavior of UFG light alloys with bimodal grain sizes distribution is defined by shear bands formation, nucleation and growth of damages, coalescence damages under formation of mesoscale and macroscale cracks.

Therefore, processes of shear banding in light UFG alloys with bimodal and unimodal grain size distributions depend on strain rates. The mechanisms of dynamic fracture in light alloys with bimodal grain size distributions are poorly investigated. We present computational model and results of numerical simulation of damaging and fracture of aluminium and magnesium alloys under dynamic loading.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT, CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS, AND FRACTURE MODEL.

The multilevel computer simulation method was used for numerical research on damage and formation of cracks within structured representative volume element (RVE) of the alloy [13,14].

Several types of grain structure that take place in light alloys after severe plastic deformation were simulated. Grain size distributions of aluminium and magnesium alloys after various numbers of passes of equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is reported in [1-12, 15-17]. The analysis of grain structure distributions has shown that there are several types of grains structure. The model structured RVE of alloys was created using the experimental data on grains structures. Fig.1 shows sections of RVE with a quasi-regular grains structure (a), and bimodal grain sizes distributions with specific volume of coarse grains of 38 % (b), and 75 % (c), respectively.

![Fig. 1. Model of grains distribution in RVE.](image)

Models RVE have the volume fracture of coarse grains: 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, 50, 75, and 100 %. When volume fracture of coarse grains exceeds the percolation limit (−0.2 − 0.25) the cell grain structures were taken into consideration. Mechanical behavior of alloy is described by
means of averaging the mechanical response of structured RVE at mesoscale level under loading of high strain rates. 3D models of representative volume element (RVE) of alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution have dimension 100x100x5 (μm)$^3$.

Smooth particles hydrodynamic (SPH) method was used for the simulation [18]. Therefore, using the kinematic boundary conditions were preferably. The kinematic boundary conditions correspond to combination of compression, shear, and tension. The scheme of boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Boundary conditions for RVE under dynamic loadings.

$$u_k(x_k,t)=u_k(x_k,t) \quad x_k \in \Gamma_4, x_k \in \Gamma_2, x_k \in \Gamma_3 .$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $u_k$ are components of particle velocity vector, $t$ is time, $x_k$ are Cartesian coordinates.

Mechanical behavior at mesoscale level is described within approach of damaged elastic-plastic medium. Kinematics of medium was described by the local strain rate tensor:

$$\dot{\varepsilon}_y = \frac{1}{2} (\nabla \varepsilon_{ij} + \nabla \varepsilon_{ji}) .$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\varepsilon_{ij}$ are components of the strain rate tensor, $\varepsilon_{ij}$ are components of particles velocity vector, $\nabla$ is Hamilton operator.

Components of strain rate tensor are expressed by sum of elastic and inelastic terms:

$$\dot{\varepsilon}_y = \dot{\varepsilon}_y^e + \dot{\varepsilon}_y^\mu .$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\dot{\varepsilon}_y^e$ are components of the elastic strain rate tensor, $\dot{\varepsilon}_y^\mu$ are components of the inelastic strain rate tensor.

The bulk inelastic strain rate is described by relation:

$$\dot{\varepsilon}_y^\mu = \frac{1}{3} \frac{\dot{D}}{(1-D)} .$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where D is the damage parameter, the substantial time derivative is denoted via dot notation.

The bulk inelastic strain rate $\dot{\varepsilon}_y^\mu$ is equal to zero only when material is undamaged.
We consider the possibility of damage accumulation during inelastic deformation of UFG metals as a result of limited ductility. The local damage parameter $D$ is introduced in the form:

$$D = \int_0^{t_f} \frac{\dot{\varepsilon}_{eq}^n}{\varepsilon_{th}^n} dt$$

(5)

where $\dot{\varepsilon}_{eq}^n = \left(\frac{2}{3} \dot{\varepsilon}_y \dot{e}_y^n\right)^{1/2}$, $\varepsilon_{th}^n$ is the threshold of inelastic strain, $t_f$ is the time before local fracture.

The local failure criterion for the condensed phase is:

$$D = 1.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Dynamics of structured RVE is described in Lagrange coordinate system by mass conservation, momentum conservation and energy conservation equations:

$$\frac{\partial \boldsymbol{\sigma}_{j}}{\partial x_j} = \rho \frac{d \mathbf{u}_i}{dt}, \quad \frac{d \rho}{dt} = \frac{\rho}{\rho} \frac{d E}{dt} = \sigma_{ij} \varepsilon_{ij}^{eq},$$

(7)

where $\sigma_{ij}$ are components of stress tensor, $\rho$ is the mass density, $u_i$ are components of particles velocity vector, $\varepsilon_{ij}$ is components of strain rate tensor, $E$ is the specific internal energy per unit mass.

We use the ductile fracture criteria for UFG light alloys at the room and elevated temperatures owing to relatively low melting temperature. (The melting temperature of aluminum and magnesium alloys is equal to ~ 900 K).

It was assumed that total plastic work per unit volume for crystalline phase of light alloys is nearly constant [19]:

$$W^p = \int_0^{t_f} \sigma_{ij} \dot{e}_{eq}^n dt = \text{const}$$

(8)

Two models of fracture prediction based on the criterion of Eq. (6) may be used. The first model uses Eq. (5) and phenomenological relation for the threshold inelastic strain $\varepsilon_{th}^n$:

$$\varepsilon_{th}^n = D_1 \left(P^* + T^* \right)^{D_2},$$

(9)

where $T^* = \sigma_{sp}/P_{HEL}$, $P^* = P/P_{HEL}$, $P_{HEL}$ is the pressure corresponding to the Hugoniot Elastic Limit, $D_1, D_2$ are material constants.

The second model uses Eqs. (4), (5), (8) and define the damage parameter by relation:

$$D = \frac{1}{C_1} \int e_{eq}^{n-\delta_{eq}^{1/2}} \exp \left(-\frac{P}{\sigma_{eq}} C_2 \right) d e_{eq}^n,$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $d_g$ is the grain size of mesoscale region with the unimodal distribution of grain sizes, $p$ is the pressure, $e_{\alpha}, k, C_1, C_2$ are parameters of materials region with the unimodal grain size distribution, $e_{eq}^{n} = \left[\left(2/3\right) e_{eq}^{n} e_{fy}^{n}\right]^{1/2}$, $\sigma_{eq} = \left[\left(3 / 2 \right) S_{eq} S_{fy} \right]^{1/2}$, $\sigma_{fy} = -p \delta_{fy} + S_{fy}$, $\delta_{fy}$ is the Kronecker delta,
The constitutive equation of material particles is written in the form:

$$ \sigma_{ij}^{(m)} = \sigma_{ij}^{(m)} \varphi(D), \quad \sigma_{ij}^{(m)} = -p^{(m)} \delta_{ij} + S_{ij}^{(m)}, $$ (11)

where $\sigma_{ij}$, $p$, and $S_{ij}$ are the stress tensor, pressure, and deviator of the stress tensor, respectively, the superscript $m$ indicates the condensed phase of the damaged material, $\varphi(D) = 1 - D$ is the function of damage, and $D$ is the damage parameter.

The pressure is calculated by polynomial equation of state [20].

The stress tensor deviator is calculated by the equation:

$$ dS_{ij}^{(m)} / dt = 2\mu(\dot{e}_{ij}^{p} - \dot{e}_{ij}^{p}) $$, (8)

where $d/dt$ is the Jaumann derivative, $\mu$ is the shear modulus, $\dot{e}_{ij}$ is the deviator of the strain rate tensor, and $\dot{e}_{ij}^{p}$ is the deviator of the inelastic strain rate tensor.

The deviator of the inelastic strain rate tensor is written as:

$$ \dot{e}_{eq}^{p} = \frac{3}{2}[S_{ij} \dot{e}_{eq}^{p} / \sigma_{eq}] $$, (9)

where $\sigma_{eq} = [(3/2)S_{ij}S_{ij}]^{1/2}$.

The scalar function $\dot{e}_{eq}^{p(m)}$ is defined by the sum of components based on physical mechanisms of inelastic deformation by relations:

$$ \dot{e}_{eq}^{p} = [\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{disl}} + [\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{nuc}} + [\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{tw}} $$, (10)

where $[\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{disl}}$, $[\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{nuc}}$, $[\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{tw}}$ are inelastic strain rates caused by dislocation movement, dislocation nucleation, and twinning, respectively.

Peculiarity of deformation laws of FCC and HCP groups of light metals should be described by different kinetic equations (11):

$$ [\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{disl}} = g b v \rho_{\text{m}} \exp(-\Delta G_{i} / RT), \quad \rho_{\text{m}} = \rho^{*} \exp(-A \varepsilon_{eq}^{*}), \quad \Delta G_{i} = \Delta G_{0} \varphi_{\text{eq}} / \varphi_{\text{eq}}^{*}. $$

$$ \rho_{\text{m}} = \{ \rho^{*} \exp(-A \varepsilon_{eq}^{*}) \}[ f^{*} + (f^{*} - f_{d}) \exp(-B \varepsilon_{eq}^{*} / \rho^{*})]. $$

$$ \sigma_{eq} = \sigma_{eq} - \Delta \sigma_{bs}, \Delta \sigma_{bs} = k_{1}d_{g}^{-1/2} + k_{2}(\varepsilon_{eq}^{*})^{1/2} + \Delta \sigma_{bs,pr}. $$

$$ [\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{nuc}} = g b \rho_{\text{nuc}} l_{0} \exp(-\Delta G_{2} / kT), $$

$$ \rho_{\text{nuc}} = (p + (2/3)\sigma_{eq})^{4} H \{ p + (2/3)\sigma_{eq} - \sigma_{\gamma\varepsilon}\}, \quad \rho_{\text{nuc}} = \int_{0}^{t} \dot{\rho}_{\text{nuc}} dt. $$

$$ [\dot{e}_{eq}^{p}]_{\text{tw}} = A_{\varepsilon} \exp(-\Delta G_{3} / RT) \{ 1 - \sigma_{eff} / \sigma_{\gamma\varepsilon}(d_{g}, T, P) \} \varepsilon_{eq}^{*}, $$

$$ \sigma_{eq}^{*} = \sigma_{eq}^{*} + k_{d}d_{g}^{-1/2}, \quad \sigma_{\gamma\varepsilon} = \sigma_{\gamma\varepsilon}^{*} + k_{d}d_{g}^{-1/2} + k_{2}(\varepsilon_{eq}^{*})^{1/2} + k_{1}p^{1/2}, $$

where $T$ is a temperature, $b$ is the modulus of Burger’s vector, $g \approx 0.5$ is the orientation coefficient, $v$ is the average dislocation velocity, $v_{s}$ is the shear sound velocity, $G_{0}$ and $G_{2}$ are specific activation energy of dislocation’s movement and nucleation, respectively, $l_{0} \sim 100$ nm is the average size of nucleated dislocation loops, $R$ is the gas constant, $k$ is Boltzmann’s
constant, $G_3$ is specific activation energy of twinning, $d_g$ is the grain size, $\rho_m$ is the density of movable dislocations, $f$ is a part of movable dislocations, $\dot{\rho}$ is the rate of dislocation’s nucleation, $A_{n1}, n_1, m_1, q, A, B$ are material constants, $H[.]$ is the Heaviside function, $\Delta\sigma_{u,pr}$ is the internal stress from Orovan dislocation loops around precipitates.

Kinetic equations can be used in phenomenological relations forms [13-14, 15]:

Constants $n, q, \Delta G_3, \Delta G_4$ are different for aluminum alloys (FCC metal group) and magnesium alloys (HCP metals group) [22]. For aluminum alloys $[\dot{\varepsilon}_{eq}]_{u,pr}$ is negligible.

The precipitate hardening of light alloys grains is described by the equation [23]:

$$\Delta\sigma_{u,pr}=0.4\mu b M \ln(2r/h)/(\pi\lambda)\sqrt{1-\nu),}$$

$$\lambda=(\sqrt{3\pi}/4f-1.64)r,$$

where $M$ is the material constant, $r$ is the radius of particles, $f$ is the concentration of particles, and $\nu$ is Poisson’s ratio.

Average, current configuration, local lattice energy density values in grain boundary and triple point regions are compared.

The researches of failure mechanisms of light alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution was carried out for aluminum-magnesium alloy AMg6 (this is analog to Al 6061), and magnesium alloy Ma2-1 (this is analog to AZ31 magnesium alloy). In Ref. [24-27], numerical values of model parameters of UFG alloys are discussed. Used numerical method is discussed in [24-25].

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows damage and total plastic work per unit volume under tension at strain rate of $10^6$ s$^{-1}$ in RVE of UFG aluminum alloy with a bimodal distribution of grain size for given specific volume of coarse grains (grain size is equal to 20 $\mu$m) of ~5.5 %.

![Damage and total plastic work per unit volume](image)

Fig. 3. Damage (a), RVE structure (b), and total plastic work per unit volume (c) in AMg6 aluminum alloy with coarse grain size of ~20 $\mu$m and ultrafine grain size of ~1 $\mu$m.

The duration of tension corresponds to 0.04 $\mu$s. It was assumed that average grain size of UFG volume is equal to ~1 $\mu$m.

Damage under tension at high strain rate nucleates within the UFG volume and on the boundary between coarse grain and fine grain phases. Fracture of the RVE is a result of
stochastic damage nucleation and growth. Structure heterogeneity may influence on the random distribution of total plastic work over the RVE. Therefore, fracture of fine-grained alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution under dynamic tension has probabilistic character. The probability of microcracks nucleation within the RVE can be described by the Eq. [28]:

\[ P_p(W_p) = 1 - \exp \left( \frac{W_p - W_{p_{\text{min}}}}{W_0} \right)^\alpha, \quad W_p \geq W_{p_{\text{min}}}, \]  

where \( p_r \) is the Weibull probability function, \( W_{p_{\text{min}}} \) is the minimal possible total plastic work per unit volume at microscale level, \( \alpha \) and \( W_0 \) are constant parameters of the distribution. The damaged RVE retains the resistance to plastic deformation during dynamic tension. Note that, for the light alloys with bimodal grain size distributions, the ultrafine-grained volume can be considered as a quasi-brittle phase, in which the microcracks are generated during the plastic deformation while the macroscopic mechanical behavior exhibit good ductility. Thus, density of microcracks of light alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution can be written by Eq. (14) which is similar to Eq. referenced in [29]:

\[ N = N_0 P_p(W_p) = N_0 \left( 1 - \exp \left( \frac{W_p - W_{p_{\text{min}}}}{W_0} \right)^\alpha \right), \quad W_p \geq W_{p_{\text{min}}}, \]  

where \( N \) is the density of microcracks, \( N_0 \) is the saturation density of microcracks at formation of mesoscopic crack.

Figure 4 shows the local damage distribution, mesocracks, total plastic work per unit volume under tension, and tension stress pattern at strain rate of \( 10^6 \text{ s}^{-1} \) in RVE of UFG AMg6 aluminum alloy with a bimodal distribution of grain size for specific volume of coarse grains of \( \sim 75 \% \) (See Fig. 1 (c)). The duration of tension corresponds to \( 0.2 \mu \text{s} \). Mesocracks nucleated within the UFG volume may intersect coarse grains. Application of SPH method to multiscalar simulation of fracture allows to estimate the bulk inelastic deformation caused by the crack opening.

Fig. 4. Distribution of total plastic work per unit volume (a) and tensile stress (b) at in AMg6 aluminum alloy with coarse grain size of \( \sim 20 \mu \text{m} \) and ultrafine grain size of \( \sim 1 \mu \text{m} \).

Fig. 5 shows distribution of total plastic work per unit volume within the RVE of AMg6 aluminum alloy under shock wave loading with amplitude of 3.2 GPa. The coarse grained specific volume of RVE is equal to \( \sim 50 \% \). Damages are localized in the UFG volume near the grain boundary of coarse grains under dynamic compression. Failure mechanisms of light
alloys with a bimodal grain size distribution have similarity at compression and tension loadings. Local damage nucleation of light alloys with a bimodal distribution of grains occurs in shear bands and zones of their intersection (See Fig. 3 and Fig.4). Therefore, fracture kinetics and sizes of fragments depend on the volume concentration of coarse grains.

![Fig. 5. Distribution of total plastic work per unit volume (a) in RVE under shock wave loading with amplitude of 3.2 GPa. Distribution of equivalent inelastic strain in AMg6 aluminum alloy with coarse grain size of~20 μm and ultrafine grain size of~1 μm (b).](image)

It is significant that increases in fine precipitates concentration in light alloys cause the growth of resistance to plastic flow within both coarse and ultrafine grains. Fine precipitates in alloys not only affect the hardening but also lead to change the influence of the grain size distribution on volume concentration of shear bands.

The ductility of UFG light alloys increases when a relative part of coarse grains in volume is decreased. Fig. 6(a) shows the dependence of strain to fracture versus specific volume of coarse grains in Al-Mg alloy with a bimodal grain sizes distribution. Experimental data [8,11,12] denote by filled symbols. The curve displays the approximation of calculated data by the relation:

\[
\varepsilon'_f = 0.01 \exp\left( \frac{C_{cg}}{0.363} \right),
\]

where \( \varepsilon'_f \) is the strain to fracture under quasi-static tension, \( C_{cg} \) is the specific volume of coarse grain size.

Eq. (15) describes ductility of UFG Al-Mg alloys with a bimodal grains distribution versus the specific volume of coarse grains. UFG Al-Mg alloys have fine grain size of 1 μm and coarse grain size of 20 μm.

The increase in ductility of light alloys under quasi-static tension occurs when specific volume of coarse grains is greater than 30%. Fig. 6 (b) shows the dependence of strain to fracture of aluminum and magnesium alloys on logarithm of strain rates. Experimental data reported by Ulacia [30] for coarse grained magnesium alloy AZ31 are marked by filled symbols.
Fig. 6. The strain to fracture of Al-Mg alloy with a bimodal grain sizes distribution versus specific volume of coarse grains (a). Strain to fracture of aluminum and magnesium alloys vs logarithm of strain rates. The curve 1 corresponds to approximation of experimental data on coarse grained AZ31 magnesium alloy. The curve 2 corresponds to approximation of calculated strain to fracture of Ma2-1 magnesium alloy with a bimodal grains structure for specific volume of coarse grains of 70%. The curve 3 displays decreasing strain to dynamic fracture for magnesium alloy with a bimodal grains structure for specific volume of coarse grains of 10%. The curve 4 shows increasing dynamic ductility of Al-Mg alloys with a bimodal grains structure. The curve 5 displays decreasing dynamic ductility of Al-Mg alloys with a bimodal grains structure for specific volume of coarse grains of 10%.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The multiscale level approach of computer simulation was used for the simulation of fracture of magnesium and aluminium alloys at high strain rates. The model structured representative volumes (RVE) takes into account the influence of unimodal and bimodal grain size distributions and concentration of precipitates on mechanical properties of alloys. Fracture of fine-grained alloys under dynamic loading has probabilistic character and depends on parameters of structure heterogeneity. Formation of macro-scale failure zone is a result of several processes of structure evolution including damage nucleation, damage growth, and coalescence of damages. Damage nucleation is associated with strain localization at mesoscale level. Results of computer simulation demonstrate that the high strain localization in UFG alloys under dynamic loadings depends on the ratio between volume concentrations of fine and coarse grains. Fine precipitates in alloys not only affect the hardening but also lead to change the influence of the grains size distribution on volume concentration of shear bands. The dynamic ductility of UFG light alloys is increased when specific volume of coarse grains is greater than 30%. Results of computer simulation can be used for estimation of grains size distribution influence on the dynamic strength and ductility of UFG alloys processed by severe plastic deformation methods.
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